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Name:__________________________ 
Write words/draw pictures containing your speech sound(s) 
_______ on the shamrock below. 

Articulation 



Write the function (what does it do?) feature (what does it look 
like?) and the class (what group does it belong to?) of the pictured 
items below. 

Language 



Name:_______________________ Speech Sounds:______ 
You found a pot of gold!  What would you buy with the gold? Write/draw  
pictures below of what you would buy with all that gold. Make sure the  
items contain your speech sound! 

If you are working at the sentence level, practice your words 
in the sentence below: 
I would buy ________________ with my pot of gold 

Articulation 



Wow, what a _______ rainbow! I bet there is a pot of _____ 
at the end of the rainbow. But we better be _________. Have 
you heard the legend of the ___________? The Legend of the 
________ is a  _______ tale about the ________ 
________ where they steal the pot of _____ right in front of 
your eyes! But you can’t catch them because they are very 
_______ and _______. 
Can you believe it?  The craziest part of the legend is that the      
_________ never _________ you because they are very 
      __________.   So, are you ready to go search for the  
         pot of ________? Let’s go! 

Using your speech sounds(s) ___________, fill out the story 
below! Practice the story making sure you use your great sounds and 
strategies!  

The Legend of the 
_____________________. 
An Articulation Story by: 
_________________. 

Articulation 



Wow, what a _______ rainbow! I bet there is a pot of _____ 
at the end of the rainbow. But we better be _________. Have 
you heard the legend of the ___________? The Legend of the 
________ is a  _______ tale about the ________ 
________ where they steal the pot of _____ right in front of 
your eyes! But you can’t catch them because they are very 
_______ and _______. 
Can you believe it?  The craziest part of the legend is that the      
_________ never _________ you because they are very 
      __________.   So, are you ready to go search for the  
         pot of ________? Let’s go! 

Read the story and fill in the blanks with words fit with the theme. 
What is the theme? Use context clues to help. 
Practice the story out loud to be sure the story makes sense. 

The Legend of the 
_____________________. 
A Language Story by: 
_________________. 

Language 


